
Chapter 10 - Stream Erosion & Transportation

Stream Erosion & Transportation 

1. Water Cycle - Driven by the sun.  Erosion really is a solar process.  Only 1/6 of precip enters rivers.
   Normal - 15-20% of rainfall = runoff, varying from 2 - 25% 

As rain increases, percent of runoff increases.

2. Water Attacks the bedrock
longitudinal profile - rivers try to get to natural exponential curve - getting to base level
more discharge = more energy / more gradient = more velocity = > erosive power
uplift = greater energy, dropping land = deposition
narrow valleys and smooth beds = more velocity
how to measure velocity 
abrasion - using sediments as abrasives
hydraulic action of water, parting, lifting, cut bank, US 250,000,000 tons feds
chemical solution - dissolution of limestone, marbles and clastics cemented by calcite

300,000,000 tons solution.

3. Water Moves Weathered Rock - Draw the different ways. 
bedload - rolling and traction -  cobbles, boulders
saltation - sand, pebbles
suspension - clay, silt
solution - dissolved materials

4. Carrying Power and Load
Discharge is measured in CFS or M^3/S    Greater speed = greater carrying power.  
How to calculate discharge
Power depends on gradient.  Greater gradient = greater speed. 

 Steep = 50-200’/mile Missisisippi .5/mile
Much of a river’s erosion occurs during flood stage
Doubling the speed = 4 X the carrying capacity
Slowing water = greater deposition in bars/ridges 

The River Valley

5. Parts of a River
Head, main stream, tributaries, distributaries, delta, river bed, bank, flood plain

6. V-Shaped Valleys & Canyons
Typical of a young river, steep, narrow, fast. Fines are removed.  Boulders in stream bed.
Time?  Grand Canyon’s cutting seems to be about 6,000,000 years on the west end. 

7.   Base Level: Widening the Valley
Base Level - the lowest elevation to which a river can flow.  Think of lake or ocean. 
Dams are an artificial base level
Gradient decreases, less erosive, depositional = wide river valley. 
Cross section of mature and old river beds, sediments.

8. Lengthening the Valley
Gullies lead to headward erosion.  



Gully cutting down to water table may dry out the land, or become a permanent steam. 
Badlands - in un-vegetated areas with clays
Stream Piracy

9. Divides and Drainage Basins
Divides, basin/watershed, 
Largest in US is Mississippi - 40% of continental US

10. Wind Gaps and Water Gaps

11. Potholes and Plunge Pools

12. Waterfalls and Recession
Niagara has receded about 1.5 m/year, dolomite caping softer shales and limestones. 

13. Meanders and Oxbow Lakes, Levees, Point Bars, Cutoff
Floodplain - Narrow in young rivers, wide in old rivers
Water cuts on the outside of the river, forming meanders, then cutoffs, then oxbows. 
Entrenched meanders - part of a rejuvenated river system.

14. Why Do Rivers Deposit Sediment?
Slow down, lower gradient, base level

lose carrying ability - sand bars, placer bars, inside curve braided streams, distributaries
Losing river vs gaining river - passing through a desert region
Water withdrawals slow speed, cause silting. 
Mississippi  42% of the US, 516,000,000 million tons deposited…but we build along it.  Why?
Dams
Grand Canyon Experiment

15. Deltas and Alluvial Fans - Ganges, Mississippi, Nile, Amazon, problems with living on deltas

16. Flood Plain Sediments
Formation of levees.  Behind are finer and finer sediments, good for farming
False sense of security
Manmade levees - Good or bad?
Farther from river are the fines.  
Source of most great civilizations

17. Causes of Flooding
Heavy/long rains. 
Cloudburst
Flash floods - typically in canyon lands, not well-developed river systems. 
Frozen ground
Breaking dams
Landslides

18.  Preventing Floods
Maintain vegetation
Maintain wildlife, beavers included.

19. Phosphates and Dead Zones


